
5. Positive Life Change

The segment that we’re going to be looking at in this session is a live segment that 
Pastors Greg and Taryn Eckler did on KAPL in November of 2014. Greg and Taryn have a 
unique and interesting perspective on life, as Greg spent around 30 years traveling the world as a 
professional drummer. He used to lead a life of rampant drug use – living the “rock n’ roll” 
lifestyle. But, Greg’s entire life changed (as did Taryn’s) when he gave his life to Jesus.

So, with that said, what can people in our listening community here in southern Oregon 
learn from Greg and Taryn? What lessons can be taken away from hearing their life testimony? 
Is there a way that someone can be delivered from depression and from any other negative 
stronghold that they face? These are important questions, as they are applicable to just about 
everybody.
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Responsive Programming

Greg and Taryn start the show off by sharing about how Greg gave his life to Jesus when 
he was 24 years old, and Taryn when she was 20 or 21. They talk about how their lives before 
Christ were not good. I know Greg personally and he and I have talked about his life before he 
got saved. I speak from a position of knowledge and authority when I say that Greg and Taryn’s 
testimony can be used to encourage anybody and everybody who is feeling the effects of living 
in this world and looks for a brighter day.

Taryn even related how all of Greg’s band got saved and how they began “hitting the 
streets” as she says, preaching the Gospel and loving people in Jesus’ Name.

They are a testimony to the fact that God can take anybody’s life and give them purpose, 
meaning, belonging, love, and a brand new heart. This segment was truly an encouragement to 
anybody and everybody in our community here in southern Oregon and beyond who might have 
listened to the live segment or one of the three rebroadcasts.


